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Using neutron diffraction and a specially constructed high pressure cell suitable for aligned multibilayer
systems, we have studied, as a function of pressure, the much observed anomalous swelling regime in
dimyristoyl- and dilauroyl-phosphatidylcholine bilayers, DMPC and DLPC, respectively. We have also reana-
lyzed data from a number of previously published experiments and have arrived at the following conclusions.
~a! The power law behavior describing anomalous swelling is preserved in all PC bilayers up to a hydrostatic
pressure of 240 MPa. ~b! As a function of increasing pressure there is a concomitant decrease in the anomalous
swelling of DMPC bilayers. ~c! For PC lipids with hydrocarbon chains >13 carbons the theoretical unbinding
transition temperature T! is coupled to the main gel-to-liquid crystalline transition temperature TM . ~d! DLPC
is intrinsically different from the other lipids studied in that its T! is not coupled to TM . ~e! For DLPC bilayers
we predict a hydrostatic pressure (.290 MPa) where unbinding may occur.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.031906 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Ya, 87.16.Dg, 87.64.BxI. INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades, there has been a great deal of
attention paid to the physics of the main gel-to-liquid crys-
talline transition of disaturated phosphatidylcholine ~PC! lip-
ids. This particular interest is due to the fact that many mem-
brane parameters such as, bilayer permeability @1#, heat
capacities @2#, fluorescence label lifetimes @3#, NMR order
parameters @4#, ultrasound velocities @5#, and multilamellar
repeat distances @6# were found to exhibit pretransitional be-
havior typical for phase transitions of the second order, this
despite the fact that the main transition itself is first order. On
theoretical grounds, this can be understood by considering
that the onset of a second-order transition is being inter-
cepted by a first-order transition @7#. A more recent proposal
@8#, based on ultrasound velocity measurements and Fren-
kel’s heterophase fluctuation theory @9#, considers the main
transition to be weakly first order, far from an unrealized
critical point. However, as noted by Kharakoz and Shlyapni-
kova @8#, while this may explain the observation of phenom-
ena occurring within the plane of the bilayer, such as hydro-
carbon chain packing, there may still be critical momentum
out-of-plane fluctuations of the bilayers affecting the interbi-
layer water region to which ultrasound measurements are
insensitive.
Neutron and x-ray diffraction measurements are sensitive
to changes occurring to both the structure of the bilayer and
the interstitial water. Of particular interest, and noted by dif-
fraction, is the observation of the so called ‘‘anomalous
swelling’’ phenomenon @6,10–17#. In this phenomenon, the
lamellar repeat distance d, comprised of lipid bilayer stacks
and interstitial water, increases nonlinearly as the tempera-
ture of the system is lowered towards the main liquid
crystalline-to-gel transition or TM . It should be noted that for
a ‘‘normal’’ first-order phase transition exhibited by, for ex-1063-651X/2004/69~3!/031906~8!/$22.50 69 0319ample, phosphatidylethanolamines, d increases linearly @18#.
Early on, there was disagreement as to which part of d con-
tributed to the anomalous swelling, i.e., whether the bilayer
or water matrices, or both, were increasing anomalously
@6,13,15,16,19#. After much debate on the proper analysis of
diffraction of aligned lamellae and isotropic multilamellar
vesicles, it seems that the lipid thickness increases, for the
most part, linearly, while the water layer accounts for the
majority of the nonlinear, anomalous swelling @10#.
NMR is sensitive to the extension of the hydrocarbon
chains through orientational order parameters of labeled
chain segments. Data from Bonev and Morrow @20# and
Nagle et al. @13# show only a small amount of nonlinearity of
the acyl-chain order parameter near TM . For dimyristoyl-
phosphatidylcholine ~DMPC! bilayers this contribution ac-
counts for about 25% of the anomalous swelling @10#. Most
recently, Pabst et al. @10# were further able to attribute the
increase in interbilayer water to a drop of the bilayer modu-
lus of bending rigidity Kc in the vicinity of TM . This was
earlier suggested, but also doubted @13,21#. Moreover, the
functional form of Kc seems to follow a power-law depen-
dence with temperature upon approaching TM @8,10,22,23#.
Independent of the observed phase transition phenomena
in phosphatidylcholines, Lipowsky and Leibler @24# consid-
ered the critical unbinding of two interacting membranes due
to steric repulsion. Presently, the only experimental results of
a thermal unbinding transition were reported by Mutz and
Helfrich @25# using digalactosyl diacylglycerol ~DGDG!
multilamellar vesicles ~MLVs!, and by Pozo-Navas et al.
@26# using a mixture of phosphoethanolamine and phosphati-
dylglycerol with appropriate amounts of NaCl. One of the
reasons mentioned by Lipowsky and Leibler @24# that leads
to unbinding of membranes is a reduction in Kc , which, due
to bilayer undulations enhances the steric repulsion of oppos-
ing bilayers @27#.©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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swelling, both suggested as being caused by a decrease in
Kc , may be linked. Moreover, both of these phenomena ex-
hibit mean membrane separations that diverge as d’(y
2yc)2c @15,24#. Lemmich et al. take the critical exponent c
to be unity because this is consistent with the theoretical
treatment of the thermal unbinding of membranes and be-
cause the accuracy of the data could not support an indepen-
dent determination of c @24#. In addition, y is any modulus
of a mechanical property contributing to the system’s total
free energy ~e.g., Kc or the Hamaker constant!, and yc is the
corresponding critical field value for that property. Changes
in y as a function of temperature could drive the system into
an unbound state at a temperature T!.
From theory which predicts the unbinding of lamellar
stacks with the softening of the bilayer @22,24#, we infer that
although the mean value of Kc changes as a function of
acyl-chain length @28#, its functional form, with temperature,
is always reflected in the functional form of the anomalous
swelling. Therefore, as long as Kc follows the same tempera-
ture dependent power-law form in the vicinity of TM , while
varying either hydrocarbon chain length or hydrostatic pres-
sure, we do not expect a relative difference between TM and
T!. More explicitly, tc5(TM2T!)/TM should remain con-
stant.
Here we report on several small-angle neutron scattering
~SANS! experiments, carried out as a function of hydrostatic
pressure and temperature, using aligned, fully hydrated
multibilayer stacks of dimyristoyl- and dilauroyl-
phosphatidylcholine ~14:0 PC, DMPC and 12:0 PC, DLPC,
respectively! @29,30#. We are able to observe that the power
law form of anomalous swelling in PC bilayers is preserved
under conditions of high hydrostatic pressure, up to 240
MPa. Moreover, we observed, as a function of pressure, the
systematic suppression of anomalous swelling in DMPC bi-
layers. We interpret this to mean that although the functional
form of Kc is preserved, the function’s amplitude is decreas-
ing with increasing pressure. The extrapolated point of ther-
mal unbinding T! is coupled to TM for lipids with hydrocar-
bon chains longer than those in DMPC ~i.e., .14), including
DMPC. We also observe that DLPC is intrinsically different
from the other lipids studied. T! for DLPC bilayers is no
longer coupled to its transition into the gel state, but rather
the transition into the LX phase, and predict a point of high
hydrostatic pressure where complete unbinding may occur.
Finally, we have reanalyzed the work of Korreman and Pos-
selt @11# and discovered that the same rules apply to bilayers
of different hydrocarbon chain lengths at ambient pressure,
leading to the observation that the effect of pressure is analo-
gous to extending the hydrocarbon chains by the addition of
methylene groups. The approximate relationship determined
by applying pressure to DMPC is that, 100 MPa of hydro-
static pressure is analogous to extending the fatty acyl chain
by 2 carbons. From the DMPC data we predict that for a PC
lipid composed of two saturated 21 carbon acyl chains, any
anomalous change of the bending rigidity with temperature
will be completely suppressed. This result is qualitatively
confirmed, by measuring d of dibehenoyl phosphorylcholine
~DBPC! bilayers ~two 22:0 hydrocarbon chains! as a func-03190tion of temperature, at ambient pressure, and showing that
the amount of anomalous swelling is greatly reduced.
II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
To determine the effect of pressure on the anomalous
swelling behavior of phospholipids, we constructed a special
pressure cell capable of withstanding 370 MPa of hydrostatic
pressure at room temperature and reasonably transparent to
neutrons @31#. Made of high yield strength 7075 aluminum
alloy, the sample cell uniquely accommodates oriented lipid
samples on a flat substrate. The cell uses less than 2 ml of
water, such that the total stored energy under pressure is less
than 100 J. Transmission of neutrons was measured to be
slightly better than 70%. The cell, however, had a limited
duty cycle before failure at combined high temperatures
(.343 K) and high pressures (.240 MPa) @31#.
Sample temperature was controlled using a circulating
water bath and water jackets affixed to the sample cell block,
to an accuracy of 60.2 K. High resolution neutron diffrac-
tion was carried out at the NRU reactor ~Chalk River Labo-
ratories!, using the N5 and E3 triple-axis spectrometers.
Monochromatic neutrons of suitable wavelengths (l
’1 –3.5 Å) were obtained using either a pyrolitic graphite
or germanium single crystal monochromators.
The disaturated lipids 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine ~DLPC, 12:0!, 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine ~DMPC, 14:0!, and 1,2-dibehenoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine ~DBPC, 22:0! were purchased
from Avanti Polar Lipids ~Alabaster, AL! and used without
any further purification. DLPC and DMPC samples were de-
posited on a clean Si substrate from a concentrated methanol
solution, forming highly aligned bilayers in a standard man-
ner. DBPC was dissolved in water and sonicated above the
TM to form unilamellar vesicles before being deposited on
the Si substrate. After initial evaporation of the solvent, the
samples were kept under vacuum for several hours. The
DBPC samples were then annealed in a humid environment,
above their TM , for several hours to help in better aligning
them, and then were dehydrated. The dry samples were then
placed into the sample cell, slowly immersed in heavy water,
and the pressure cell purged of air as described in Ref. @31#.
Pressure was applied by a manually operated piston.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The open symbols in Fig. 1~a! depict the d spacing of
DMPC multibilayers as a function of temperature while
cooling from the La phase at ambient pressure ~0.1 MPa!.
The measured TM occurs at 297 K, in agreement with the
known main transition. The inset to Fig 1~a! shows a rocking
curve, taken at T5320 K, which measures the sample’s mo-
saicity. A full width at half maximum of <0.2° is indicative
of a sample that is highly aligned with respect to the Si
substrate. The anomalous swelling is very clear, occurring in
the vicinity of TM and resulting in ;5 Å increase in d spac-
ing. Figures 1~b! and 1~c! contain data from independent
experiments performed at 100 MPa and 200 MPa pressure,
respectively. The rocking curve shown in the inset of Fig.6-2
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mained highly aligned. The effect of pressure is that the main
transition temperature has increased to 316 K at 100 MPa
and 335 K at 200 MPa, while the amount of swelling at 200
MPa has been reduced to ;2 Å.
Figure 2 shows similar data for the shorter chain DLPC,
at ambient, 120 MPa and 240 MPa hydrostatic pressures. In
these samples, there is an ordered LX phase occurring be-
tween the transition from the La-to-gel phase @32#, and ob-
servable by a change in the slope of the anomalous swelling.
At the highest pressure the swelling is arrested and reversed
before the sudden onset of the gel phase and the concomi-
tant, discontinuous drop in d.
The functional form of the swelling occurring in La bi-
layers has been proposed to be a power law @15# of the form
d2d0}~T2T!!2c, ~1!
where d0 is the d spacing well into the La phase, and c , the
critical exponent, is 1 regardless of the number of interacting
layers @33#. This is a crucial point for our analysis since the
data available in the asymptotic region are too few to allow
FIG. 1. DMPC lamellar repeat spacings as a function of tem-
perature for ~a! ambient pressure ~0.1 MPa!, ~b! 100 MPa, and ~c!
200 MPa. The open symbols indicate cooling from the La phase,
while the closed symbols represent d spacings obtained during a
heating cycle. The solid lines are the best fits of Eq. ~1!. The insets
show the u rocking curve of the first Bragg reflection, taken at T
5320 K ~a! and T5350 K ~c!.03190for an analysis of the critical exponent. Only by having c
fixed to 1 it is possible to determine T! accurately.
Richter et al. @34# have attempted to determine c from
similar data at ambient pressures. However, for reasons
which we will outline, we do not believe that their analysis is
correct. First, for the same homogeneous composition, swell-
ing is expected to be caused by the same mechanism at all
pressures, therefore there is no a priori reason for the critical
exponent to be a function of pressure. In other words, we
would expect the universality class to be preserved @35#. Sec-
ond, as we have mentioned, their data suffer from not having
enough ordinate data in the critical ~asymptotic! region to
justify a fit capable of accurately obtaining c . Third, and
perhaps most importantly, the power-law behavior in the
critical region is applicable only to the nonanalytical part of
d(T) @i.e., d(T)2d0] and not to d(T) as a whole. However,
in Ref. @34# the critical exponent has been obtained by fitting
the power-law model to the d(T) data, without subtracting
an analytical part. Finally, they erroneously discredit the
value of c51, by using an incorrect value of Tc ~our T!),
since a different exponent would necessarily yield a different
critical temperature.
FIG. 2. DLPC lamellar repeat spacings as a function of tempera-
ture for ~a! ambient pressure ~0.1 MPa!, ~b! 120 MPa, and ~c! 240
MPa. The open symbols indicate cooling from the La phase, while
the closed symbols in ~a! represent a heating cycle. The solid lines
are the best fits of Eq. ~1!. It is interesting to note that the tempera-
ture range occupied by the LX phase decreases as a function of
hydrostatic pressure. The insets show the u rocking curve of the
first Bragg reflection, taken at T5295 K ~a! and T5325 K ~c!.6-3
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gence of d was theoretically found to scale with the number
of layers, decreasing progressively the range where critical
swelling can be observed @33#. For a stack of many interact-
ing membranes the unbinding transition would then appear
discontinuous. One possible reason why we observe continu-
ous swelling, even though our samples are made up of hun-
dreds of layers, may be that the amplitude of the critical
swelling may also depend on the cause of the swelling ~e.g.,
reduction in the bending rigidity!. Thus, critical swelling in-
duced by a reduction of Kc may depend less on the number
of interacting layers than believed previously on the basis of
theoretical arguments.
In applying Eq. ~1! to the DMPC data, we start the fit
from the highest measured d, just before the transition, to the
lowest d in the La phase, using a total of three variables; d0 ,
T!, and a proportionality constant. The transition from the
La phase in DLPC is less clear, and in this case we continue
to take points in the upward swelling d until the fit no longer
improves. The solid lines in Figs. 1 and 2 are the fits to the
data and show that Eq. ~1! describes, more than adequately,
the entire region of interest in the La phase.
The variable d0 has been described as the repeat spacing
well into the fluid phase @11#. The fit is reasonably sensitive
to the value of d0, however, it is difficult to assign it a
physical meaning since the d spacing in the La phase begins
to increase at higher T @Fig. 1~b!#, as noted in Ref. @36#.
Nevertheless, we take d0 to represent an ideal bilayer with
homogeneous melting of the acyl chains and with minimal
density fluctuations and thermal undulations. The swelling at
higher T values is likely caused by a similar softening of Kc
as is the anomalous swelling near TM @36#. However, for the
purposes of this discussion we restrict ourselves to the region
in the vicinity of TM . The standard error in the measurement
of TM is determined from the size of the temperature step
during scanning or ;0.5 K. The fitted parameter T! is sen-
sitive to the fitting with an accuracy of ;0.2 K. For d0 the
standard error is ;1 Å and for the proportionality constant
less than 1%.
Using only Eq. ~1!, the relative change in the swelling of
the d spacing is defined as dswell5dmax2d0, where dmax is
the maximum d spacing just before the main transition.
However, this method of fitting cannot distinguish the thick-
ening of the lipid bilayer only—due to a decrease in trans-
gauche isomerizations—from the intake of water between
the bilayers as both contributions to the d spacing are folded
into Eq. ~1!. On the other hand, neutron diffraction of DMPC
unilamellar vesicles at ambient pressures is sensitive only to
the bilayer thickness @12#. From such measurements Mason
et al. @12# determined the contribution of bilayer thickening
to the total dswell to be ;2.3 Å. Interestingly, we have in-
spected the data presented by Mason et al. @12# and find that
the increase also follows the power-law form of Eq. ~1!.
Since we cannot distinguish between the bilayer and water
contributions and since Eq. ~1! is the correct theoretical de-
scription of the separation of bilayers, there is an ;2 Å
overestimate in our dswell values and will be discussed in
detail later on.03190The uncertainty in the changing bilayer thickness led us to
attempt to account for it by reanalyzing the data. This was
done by fitting and subtracting a linear component to the data
~i.e., nonanomalous contribution to d). From TM110 to
TM13 the change in d was found to be directly related to the
change in bilayer thickness at ambient pressure @10,12#. The
best fit line in this region, however, was never very satisfac-
tory, but it was still possible to proceed by subtracting it from
our data before subsequently fitting with Eq. ~1!. Most im-
portantly for our current study, the results between the two
fitting procedures yielded only small differences in T!. Ulti-
mately, this method proved unsatisfactory because we cannot
differentiate, with confidence, the bilayer and water matrices,
nor is it clear that we should. The following discussion does
not assume anything about the thickness of the bilayer. In-
stead, the values reported here are from the application of
Eq. ~1! only.
Figure 3 shows the amount of swelling, as determined
from Eq. ~1!, for DLPC and DMPC bilayers as a function of
pressure. The data for DMPC show that the amount of
anomalous swelling decreases monotonically with pressure
at a rate of 21.6 Å/100 MPa. On the other hand, the trend is
less pronounced for DLPC, occurring at a rate of
20.4 Å/100 MPa. The data therefore indicate that anoma-
lous swelling will be eliminated in DMPC at a pressure of
340 MPa. By definition, this means there will no longer be
any changes either to the water or bilayer thickness. The
amount of swelling in DLPC is only slightly less than previ-
ously reported @13,14#.
Bonev and Morrow @20# have studied the phase behavior
of DLPC and DMPC under pressure using NMR, a tech-
nique, however, that cannot measure the d spacing of bilayer
stacks. Their method of measurement obtains an order pa-
rameter from the splitting of the deuterium resonance that
can then be related to a projection of the acyl-chain segment
to the bilayer normal. The measured sudden jump of this
order parameter at the main transition was attributed to the
FIG. 3. The amount of anomalous swelling dswell as a function
of pressure, as determined by Eq. ~1!, for DLPC (j), DMPC (d),
and DBPC (m). The solid line is a linear fit. The error bars are
contained within the solid symbols.6-4
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the gel state or nearly all-trans configuration. The validity of
measuring the bilayer thickness from this order parameter
was discussed by Bonev and Morrow, nevertheless, their data
indicated that under pressure, there is a 0.96 Å/100 MPa
change in the thickness of La DMPC bilayers. This is in
agreement with the present data, where there was an increase
in the d0 of DMPC bilayers of 1.0 Å/100 MPa ~shown in Fig.
4!.
DLPC, on the other hand, shows little trend above ambi-
ent pressures with respect to d0. Further, the DLPC data of
Bonev and Morrow indicate that the change in bilayer thick-
ness across the temperature range of the LX phase closely
resembles that of the change in d seen in Fig. 2. This may
indicate the cessation of swelling in the water regime and the
change in d is entirely due to changes in the LX bilayers.
The main transition temperature of both lipids increases
with pressure and can clearly be seen from Fig. 5~a!. The
slope of the straight line fit is 16.761.4 K/100 MPa for
DLPC and 20.560.8 K/100 MPa for DMPC. Using optical
methods, Ichimori et al. report 20.0 and 21.2 K/100 MPa for
DLPC and DMPC, respectively @37#, although Bonev and
Morrow reported values of 15.0 and 19.1 K/100 MPa, re-
spectively @20,38#. In addition, the intermediate transition to
the LX phase in DLPC also changes with pressure at a similar
rate of 15.861.1 K/100 MPa. This was also present in the
data of Bonev and Morrow @38#, although it is difficult to be
quantitative about the rate from their data.
Here, we make the observation that the fitted transition
point T! also changes with pressure at a rate similar to that
of TM ; 16.761.0 K/100 MPa for DLPC and 19.7
60.7 K/100 MPa for DMPC @Fig. 5~b!#. It therefore seems
that T! and TM for DMPC bilayers are coupled as a function
of pressure, indicating that there is no possibility of pressure
facilitated unbinding of the DMPC multilamellar stacks. For
DLPC bilayers, on the other hand, the fitted unbinding tran-
sition temperature T! approaches the La-to-LX transition
temperature, holding out the possibility that membrane un-
FIG. 4. The baseline value of d0 as a function of pressure for
DLPC (j), DMPC (d), and DBPC (m). The solid line is a linear
fit. The error bars are contained within the solid symbols.03190binding may take place at a hydrostatic pressure above 290
MPa.
Besides the recent attempts of explaining pretransitional
effects in terms of a weak first-order transition @8#, it has
long been supposed in the literature that there is a critical
point of chain melting in the phase diagram of PC lipids near
TM . One clue as to its existence is the prediction that for
phosphocholines at ambient pressure and hydrocarbon chains
< 8 carbons, the thermodynamic discontinuity of chain or-
dering disappears @39#. It is believed that for a bilayer of that
thickness, there is little ‘‘freezing’’ of the hydrocarbon chains
across the main transition. Concomitantly, the latent heat re-
leased is negligible. At this point, the pseudocritical charac-
ter of the phase transition is expected to be more pronounced
due to the overlap of the critical point and the main transi-
tion. However, the main transition of such short chain phos-
pholipds is ,233 K @40#, and difficult to observe experimen-
tally. As such, it may be that either the application of
pressure, or additional acyl-chain carbons, can separate the
main transition from this first critical point @20#.
In our data for DMPC we see no indication of approach-
ing a critical point or unbinding with the application of pres-
sure. As shown in Fig. 6, the relative distance between T!
and TM is, within experimental error, a constant, and aver-
aged across all pressures we obtain tc[(TM2T!)/TM
50.008460.004. Previously, the relation of T! to TM has
only been reported as a function of the acyl-chain length
using two different species of lipid. Lemmich et al. @15# re-
ported that the difference between these temperatures nor-
malized to TM was 0.008 for DMPC and 0.01 for 16:0 PC
~DPPC!. As the authors were not capable of distinguishing
between these two values they claimed that tc might in fact
be the same. This result by Lemmich et al. seems to be sup-
ported by our reexamination of the data of Korreman and
Posselt @11#. Although they did not determine tc , from their
FIG. 5. The measured and calculated transition temperatures for
DLPC (j), DMPC (d), and DBPC (m). ~a! The measured ther-
modynamic transition temperatures include the main transition tem-
perature TM ~closed symbols! and the La→LX transition tempera-
ture TX ~open symbols!. ~b! The calculated unbinding temperature
T!.6-5
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phosphocholines with chain lengths 13 through 16 carbons.
This is in excellent agreement with our result for tc .
The data of Korreman and Posselt @11# indicate that dswell
increases with decreasing chain length, while the authors
point out that they believe the trend of tc is to increase with
longer chain lipids. This seems to lend support to the idea
that shorter chain lipids should have greater anomalous
swelling, an idea that has been proposed in the past @14#.
However, our data on DLPC support the observation of dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry measurements which show a
fundamental shift in thermodynamic behavior scaling with
chain length <12 carbons @41#.
For DLPC bilayers the relative difference between TM
and T! is a constant with value of 0.05. However, it is in fact
the LX phase which interrupts the La phase, and tc5(TX
2T!)/TX is no longer constant with pressure ~see Fig. 6!. It
should be noted that TX is the transition temperature between
La and LX bilayers, while TM is the transition temperature
between the LX and gel phase. The fact that DLPC breaks the
trend toward unbinding can be seen in Fig. 7, which com-
bines the data at ambient pressures from the literature and the
current data. In Fig. 7~a!, the trend of the difference between
TM and T! as a function of chain length shows that at am-
bient pressures there may be complete unbinding for PCs
with hydrocarbon chains of 9 carbons or fewer, if the value
of TM is considered for DLPC. This is true in as much Eq.
~1! remains a predictor of the swelling of the water matrix,
and the effect of acyl-chain thickness changes are small. This
is completely analogous to the hypothesis of a critical point
occurring in short chain length lipids. However, if instead of
TM we consider TX , then the trend is broken and unbinding
will in fact not be seen @Fig. 7~b!# in shorter chain lipids at
ambient pressure.
The amount of the anomalous swelling is unrelated to the
FIG. 6. The relative distance between the thermodynamic and
unbinding transition temperatures for DLPC ~top! and DMPC ~bot-
tom!. For DLPC, the differences between T! and both TM and TX
are plotted.03190phase just below the La phase, as shown by the appearance
of the LX phase in the DLPC data. The solid symbols in Fig.
2 are from heating the DLPC sample through the various
transitions where no LX phase occurs @41#. The amount of
anomalous swelling is the same, regardless. This observation
confirms the result of Mason et al. @18# where anomalous
swelling is seen regardless of the nature of the sub-La phase
in methylated phosphatidylethanolamines.
The present data seem to indicate that the main transition
becomes increasingly characteristic of a first-order transition
with longer chain length PCs or higher hydrostatic pressures.
It has been argued that the excess compressibility, measured
as a change in molecular volume across the main transition,
is proportional to the temperature and the excess heat capac-
ity @22#. Our data suggest that this is no longer the case at
high pressures or for very long chain lipids ~i.e., >21 car-
bons!, since the amount of swelling—which we have argued
is proportional to the compressibility—is being suppressed.
It could be inferred that as a result, the modulus of bending
rigidity is maximized across the transition and shows no
critical behavior. This may be due, in part, to suppressed
density fluctuations and thermal undulations, and indicates
that Kc may be decoupled from changes in the total enthalpy
at high pressures, a concept not previously explored.
Further to the DMPC data, the similarity between increas-
ing chain length and pressure on TX , TM , as well as d0,
indicates that they have a similar effect on bilayer ‘‘soft-
ness.’’ We hypothesize that hydrostatic pressure has a com-
parable effect on the order and disorder of the hydrocarbon
matrix as the addition of methylene groups to the acyl
FIG. 7. ~a! The relative difference between transition and un-
binding temperatures and ~b! the amount of anomalous swelling at
ambient pressure as a function of hydrocarbon chain length NC .
Included are data from the literature; Korreman and Posselt @42#:
(h), Lemmich et al. @15# (s), and the current data (n). All the
data were treated with Eq. ~1! for consistency. The solid lines are
linear fits to ~a! all of the data and ~b! the data of Korreman and
Posselt.6-6
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the addition of two carbons is equivalent to ’100 MPa of
hydrostatic pressure. From the present data, the anomalous
swelling in DMPC bilayers is predicted to be eliminated
around 340 MPa. We were not able to reach that pressure in
this experiment, however, we are continuing those efforts.
Nevertheless, using this relationship between pressure and
additional carbons, the data predict that PCs with chain
lengths of ;21 carbons the anomalous behavior should be
eliminated. Comparisons between high-pressure DMPC and
ambient pressure DBPC are complicated by the fact that high
pressure causes an extension of DMPC acyl chains through
fewer trans-gauche isomerizations. For DBPC at ambient
pressure, dswell might come to be dominated by more acyl-
chain isomerizations, and an increase in d will result in an
overestimate in the amount of swelling. Figure 8 shows the d
spacing with respect to temperature for DBPC bilayers at
ambient pressure. Despite the large linear increase in d, we
find only a small amount of anomalous swelling near TM of
345 K. The fitted curve, using Eq. ~1!, is depicted by a solid
line and shows a total swelling of 2.4 Å. This is remarkably
FIG. 8. DBPC lamellar repeat spacings as a function of tempera-
ture for ambient pressure ~0.1 MPa!. The solid lines are the best fits
of Eq. ~1!.03190similar to the ambient pressure data for DLPC ~in Fig. 2! and
DPPC ~inspection of data from Ref. @15#! bilayers. As dis-
cussed earlier, the overestimation of dswell for DMPC due to
acyl-chain extension alone is ;2 Å @12#. This being the
case, the swelling observed for DBPC and DLPC can possi-
bly be solely attributed to swelling of the bilayer only. The
expansion of the water layer, being the major contribution to
anomalous swelling in all of the other lipid bilayers studied,
is essentially abolished.
In this report we describe the anomalous behavior of
aligned, fully hydrated multilamellar stacks of DLPC,
DMPC, and DBPC in the vicinity of TM . For DLPC and
DMPC bilayers, experiments were also carried out as a func-
tion of applied hydrostatic pressure. The major findings of
this report can be summarized as follows: ~a! For DMPC
bilayers the main transition temperature TM as a function of
increasing hydrostatic pressure, changes in step with the
critical unbinding temperature T!. That is, for every pressure
(TM2T!)/TM is a constant of value 0.08. ~b! The amount of
anomalous swelling dswell in DMPC bilayers is reduced as a
function of increasing hydrostatic pressure. This decrease is
linear and from it we extrapolate that d swell50 Å should
occur at hydrostatic pressures in the vicinity of 340 MPa. ~c!
From the pressure data we also predict that dswell should
equal zero for a PC lipid with 21:0 hydrocarbon chains. Al-
though not totally absent, DBPC ~22:0! bilayers at ambient
pressure did show much reduced amounts of anomalous
swelling compared to DMPC. ~d! Reanalyzing the recent re-
sults of Korreman and Posselt @11# shows that their data of
13:0–16:0 PCs are consistent with our conclusions ~a! and
~b!. ~e! We predict a hydrostatic pressure for DLPC bilayers
(;290 MPa) where unbinding may occur.
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